SPANISH IBEX GRAND SLAM
14 DAYS TRIP AROUND SPAIN
BECEITE IBEX
This is the widest shape of all 4, turning it into a very spectacular trophy. This is a pure mountains hunt but feasible for
most of the hunters, due to a dirt road that runs all along the ridge of the area, where you can spot the Ibex from.
While hunting here we stay in a beautiful private hunting lodge, a fully restored rustic farm located at the foothills of the
area, where the meals (seafood & fish mainly) are excellent!!

GREDOS IBEX
We mostly hunt them in the South face of the Gredos mountain range, located about 2'30h SW of Madrid. The main
characteristic of this type of Ibex is the thickness of its bases, as well as the form of the lyre. While hunting in here
we stay in a beautiful hotel located right at the foothills of the area, with a great view over the Gredos Mountains.

SOUTHEASTERN IBEX
We found it in the South of Spain, 1 hour from Granada. W e hunt them in the Sierra Nevada mountain range, the
highest mountains in the peninsula. Its horns grow backwards, making it a very nice trophy. We stay either in a Hotel
close to the hunting area or at the Alhambra Palace hotel, located in Granada, 200 yards away from the Alhambra, the
second most visited monument in Europe.

RONDA IBEX
Also founded in the South of the country, this is straightest and shortest of all four Spanish Ibex, although it is a
beautiful hunt.

PROGRAM OF THE TRIP
We pick up the hunter in Madrid and go to Gredos Mountains first to hunt the Gredos Ibex, and then will go to the
South for the Southeastern & Ronda Ibex and we will finish by the Beceite ibex. At the end of the hunt we will leave
you in Barcelona at your hotel or directly at the airport. To collect the 4 ibex we would count around 14 days (including
the transfer from one hunting area to another).
Regarding the non-hunters, during the hunt they will be able to enjoy the variety of landscapes, culture, food, etc.
Any place we hunt there is some monuments, churches, castles, palaces, medieval villages, roman ruins, etc ...to
visit. W e can also provide a guide for non-hunters, who will show every single touristy attraction of every area, being
able to visit the largest cellars of champagne of the world, the worldwide famous handicraft of Talavera, etc. They will
enjoy this trip as much as the hunter will!!

www.tabakovhunt.com

